Abstract. We consider semigroups of operators for hierarchies of evolution equations of large particle systems, namely, of the dual BBGKY hierarchy for marginal observables and the BBGKY hierarchy for marginal distribution functions. We establish that the generating operators of the expansions for one-parametric families of operators of these hierarchies are the corresponding order cumulants (semiinvariants) of semigroups for the Liouville equations. We also apply constructed semigroups to the description of the kinetic evolution of interacting stochastic Markovian processes, modeling the microscopic evolution of soft active matter. For this purpose we consider the mean field asymptotic behavior of the semigroup generated by the dual BBGKY hierarchy for marginal observables. The constructed scaling limit is governed by the set of recurrence evolution equations, namely, by the Vlasov-type dual hierarchy. Moreover, the relationships of this hierarchy of evolution equations with the Vlasov-type kinetic equation with initial correlations are established.
Introduction
The theory of semigroups of linear operators is a powerful and effective tool to study problems, which arise in the theory of evolution equations of large particle systems [1] , [2] , in particular, semigroups concerned with such a fundamental problem as the rigorous derivation of kinetic equations [3] , [4] , [5] .
In the article [6] we presented the rigorous results on the evolution equations in functional derivatives for generating functionals of states and observables of classical large particle systems, namely, the BBGKY (Bogolyubov-Born-Green-Yovan) hierarchy and the dual BBGKY hierarchy in functional derivatives, respectively. On the basis of the developed approach nonperturbative solutions of the Cauchy problem of the corresponding hierarchies of evolution equations were constructed. One of the purposes of present paper is devoted to discussing the basic properties of semigroups generated by these solutions in suitable Banach spaces.
In the paper we also consider the asymptotic behavior of the constructed semigroups by the example of the dynamical system suggested in [7] , which is based on the Markov jump processes, modeling the microscopic evolution of soft active matter [8] , [9] . In the work [10] it was developed an approach to the description of the kinetic evolution of large number of interacting entities of biological systems within the framework of the evolution of marginal (s-particle) observables [11] . Using the mean field scaling asymptotics of the semigroup of the dual BBGKY hierarchy for marginal observables, in the paper we derive the Vlasov-type kinetic equation with initial correlations that may characterize condensed states of such systems. We remark that the conventional approach to this problem is based on the consideration of an asymptotic behavior of a solution of the BBGKY hierarchy for marginal (s-particle) distribution functions constructed within the framework of the theory of perturbations in case of initial data specified by one-particle (marginal) distribution function without correlations, i.e. such that satisfy a chaos condition [3] , [4] , [5] .
We outline the structure of the paper and the main results. Sect. 2 will be devoted to introducing the basic notions and to discussing the main properties of semigroups of operators for hierarchies of evolution equations of large particle systems on suitable Banach spaces. In the capacity of applications of these results to the description of collective behavior of large particle systems of soft matter in Sect. 3 we develop the new method of the description of the kinetic evolution within the framework of the evolution of observables. The mean field asymptotic behavior of the semigroup of operators for the dual BBGKY hierarchy for marginal observables of the Markov jump processes is constructed. Moreover, the relationships of the limit marginal observables determined by this asymptotics and the Vlasov-type kinetic equation with initial correlations is established. Finally in Sect. 4 we conclude with some observations and remarks.
Semigroup theory of large particle systems
We introduce the semigroups of operators for hierarchies of evolution equations of large classical particle systems and consider their main properties in suitable Banach spaces. The concept of cumulants (semi-invariants) of semigroups of operators is introduced and it is established that the corresponding order cumulants of semigroups for the Liouville equations are the generating operators of expansions for a one-parameter families of operators for such hierarchies of equations.
Preliminaries
A system of a non-fixed number of particles of unit mass is considered [3] . Every i-th particle is characterized by its configuration q i ∈ R 3 and momentum p i ∈ R 3 variables and we denote by x i ≡ (q i , p i ) ∈ R 3 × R 3 its phase coordinates. Let C γ be the space of sequences b = (b 0 , b 1 , . . . , b n , . . .) of measurable bounded functions b n ∈ C n , that are symmetric with respect to permutations of the arguments b n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and equipped with the norm
where γ < 1 is a parameter. Dynamics of many-particle systems is described by the one-parameter mapping:
where the functions {X i (t, x 1 , . . . , x n )} n i=1 are solutions of the Cauchy problem of the Hamilton equations with initial data x 1 , . . . , x n . The Hamiltonian of the n-particle system has the form
where K(p i ) is a kinetic energy of the i-th particle and Φ(q i − q j ) is a two-body interaction potential. Hereafter we will assume that the function Φ satisfies conditions which guarantee the existence of a global in time solution of the Hamilton equations for finitely many particles [3] .
On the space C n one-parameter mapping (1) is an isometric * -weak continuous group of operators. The infinitesimal generator L n of this group of operators is a closed operator for the * -weak topology, and on its domain of the definition D(L n ) ⊂ C n it is defined in the sense of the * -weak convergence of the space C n by the operator
where the function H n is the Hamilton function (2) and the symbol {·, ·} denotes the Poisson brackets. The Liouville operator L n has the structure
where the operator L(j)
is defined on the set C n,0 ⊂ C n of continuously differentiable functions with compact supports, and on functions b n ∈ C n,0 ⊂ C n the operator L int (j 1 , j 2 ) is given by the formula
In (5) the symbol ·, · means a scalar product. The Liouville operator L n is defined in paper [5] in case of a system with hard spheres collisions. Thus, if A 0 ∈ C γ , then the group of operators S(t) = ⊕ 
where
is a sequence of initial distribution functions defined on the corresponding phase spaces that describes the state of a system of a non-fixed number of particles [3] and (I,
n is a normalizing factor (the grand canonical partition function).
Let
n be the space of sequences of integrable functions f n ∈ L 1 n , that are symmetric with respect to permutations of the arguments f n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and equipped with the norm
where α > 1 is a parameter. Then for D 0 ∈ L 1 α and A(t) ∈ C γ functional (6) exists and determines a duality between observables and states.
We define dual group of operators S * (t) to the group of operators (1) in the sense of the bilinear form of mean values (6), i.e. (S(t)b, f ) = (b, S * (t)f ). For the dual group of operators S * (t) the following equality is true:
where the operator S n (−t) is defined by formula (1) .
On the space L 1 n one-parameter mapping (7) is an isometric strong continuous group of operators. The infinitesimal generator L * n of this group of operators is a closed operator and on its domain of the definition
n it is defined in the sense of the norm convergence of the space L 1 n by the operator
where the operator L * is an adjoint operator to the Liouville operator (3) in the sense of the bilinear form of mean values (6) , and the following equality is true: 
Cumulants of semiroups of operators
For systems of a finite average number of particles there exists an equivalent method to describe the evolution of observables and states in comparison with considered above, namely, within the framework of semigroups for marginal observables and marginal distribution functions. In suitable Banach spaces such semigroups give an opportunity to describe also the evolution of infinitely many particles. First of all we shall introduce the notion of cumulants (semi-invariants) of semigroups (1) for the Liouville equations which are the generating operators of expansions for one-parameter families of operators for hierarchies of evolution equations for marginal observables and marginal distribution functions.
Let us introduce some abridged notations: Y ≡ (1, . . . , s), X ≡ (j 1 , . . . , j n ) ⊂ Y and {Y \ X} is the set, consisting of one element Y \ X = (1, . . . , s) \ (j 1 , . . . , j n ). The (1 + n)th-order cumulant of groups of operators (1) is defined by the following expansion [6] :
where the symbol P is a sum over all possible partitions P of the set ({Y \ X}, j 1 , . . . , j n ) into |P| nonempty mutually disjoint subsets X i ⊂ ({Y \ X}, X) and θ(·) is the declusterization mapping defined as follows: θ({Y \ X}, X) = Y . For example,
Let us indicate some properties of cumulants (8) . If n = 0, for b s ∈ C s,0 ⊂ C γ in the sense of the * -weak convergence of the space C s the generator of first-order cumulant (8) is given by the Liouville operator (4)
In case of n = 1 for b s ∈ C s,0 ⊂ C γ we obtain the following equality in the sense of the * -weak convergence of the space C s
where the operator L int (i, j) is defined by formula (5), and for n ≥ 2 as a consequence of the fact that we consider a system of particles with two-body interaction potential (2), it holds
We remark that in case of n-body interaction potentials such derivative is determined by the corresponding operator similar to the case of the second order cumulant. If b s ∈ C s , then for (1+n)th-order cumulant (8) of groups of operators (1) the following estimate is valid:
where s(n + 1, k) are the Stirling numbers of the second kind.
Group of operators for the dual BBGKY hierarchy
Let b ∈ C γ and γ < e −1 , then the one-parameter mapping for the dual BBGKY hierarchy R ∋ t → U(t)b is defined by the following expansion:
where the generating operator A 1+n (t) is the (1 + n)th-order cumulant (8) of groups of operators (1) .
The one-parameter mapping for the dual BBGKY hierarchy (13) has the following properties.
Theorem 1. If γ < e −1 , then on the space C γ one-parameter mapping (13) is a C * 0 -group. The infinitesimal generator B = ∞ s=0 B s of this group of operators is a closed operator for the * -weak topology and on the domain of the definition D(B) ⊂ C γ which is the everywhere dense set for the * -weak topology of the space C γ it is defined by the operator
where the operators L s and L int are given by formulas (3) and (5), respectively.
Indeed, under the condition that γ < e −1 , owing to estimate (12), we have
Hence the group of operators (13) is defined on the space C γ .
On the space C γ the * -weak continuity property over the parameter t ∈ R of the group of operators {U(t)} t∈R is a consequence of the * -weak continuity of the group of operators (1) for the Liouville equation.
To construct an infinitesimal generator of the group {U(t)} t∈R we use equalities (9)- (11). Then for the group of operators (13) on C γ,0 in the sense of the * -weak convergence the equality holds
We consider the structure of an infinitesimal generator of the group of operators (13) . Introducing the operator (an analog of the creation operator [11] ):
defined on C γ , in the general case infinitesimal generator (14) is also represented in the following form:
where the symbol ·, · denotes the commutator of operators. As a consequence of the fact that we consider a system of particles with a two-body interaction potential (2), the following equalities hold:
Thus, if B 0 ∈ C γ , then under the condition that γ < e −1 , the group of operators (13) determines a unique solution B(t) = U(t)B 0 of the Cauchy problem of the dual BBGKY hierarchy for marginal observables [11] . For B 0 ∈ C 0 γ ⊂ C γ it is a classical solution, and for arbitrary initial data B 0 ∈ C γ it is a generalized solution.
We remark that, since hierarchy of evolution equations for marginal observables has the structure of recurrence equations, we also deduce that the solution expansion can be also constructed by successive integration of the inhomogeneous Liouville equations. The solution B(t) = U(t)B 0 may be represented in the form of the perturbation (iteration) series as a result of applying of analogs of the Duhamel equation [1] to cumulants (8) of groups of operators (1) .
We emphasize that the evolution of marginal observables of both finitely and infinitely many particles is described by the Cauchy problem of the dual BBGKY hierarchy. For finitely many particles the dual BBGKY hierarchy is equivalent to the Liuville equations for observables.
Group of operators for the BBGKY hierarchy
We define the dual group of operators {U * (t)} t∈R to the group of operators (13) in the sense of the bilinear form of mean values (6)
α and α > e, then a one-parameter mapping for the BBGKY hierarchy is defined by the following series expansion:
where the generating operator A 1+n (t, {Y }, X \ Y ) is the (1 + n)th-order cumulant of groups (7):
In expansion (18) we used notations accepted above and the symbol P is the sum over all possible partitions P of the set ({Y }, X \ Y ) = ({Y }, s + 1, . . . , s + n) into |P| nonempty mutually disjoint subsets
The one-parameter mapping for the BBGKY hierarchy (17) has the following properties. (17) is defined by the operator
where on the subspace L One-parameter mapping (17) is defined on the space L 1 α provided that α > e and, according to inequality (12) , the estimate holds
The property of the strong continuity of the group {U * (t)} t∈R over the parameter t ∈ R is a consequence of the strong continuity of group (7) for the Liouville equation.
To construct an infinitesimal generator of this group of operators (17), we take into account the validity for f ∈ L 1 α,0 the following equalities:
Then for the group of operators (17) we finally derive in the sense of the norm convergence
where the operator B * on L 1 α,0 is given by formula (19) . In terms of the operator adjoint to operator (15) (an analog of the annihilation operator) defined on the space L 1 α by the formula
an infinitesimal generator of the group of operators (17) is represented in the following form (the adjoint operator to operator (16)):
Representation (21) is valid in consequence of definition (20) and the validity for a system of particles interacting through a two-body potential of the equalities:
The evolution of all possible states both finitely and infinitely many particles is described by the Cauchy problem of the BBGKY hierarchy for marginal distribution functions. If F 0 ∈ L 1 α , then under the condition that α > e, the group of operators (17) determines unique solution F (t) = U * (t)F 0 of the Cauchy problem of the BBGKY hierarchy for marginal distribution functions [3] .
α it is a strong solution, and for arbitrary initial data F 0 ∈ L 1 α it is a weak solution.
We note that the properties of semigroups of the hierarchies of evolution equations of large particle systems in suitable Banach spaces were considered in paper [12] for granular gases and in review [13] for quantum gases.
Application to kinetic theory of soft active matter
As is known the collective behavior of many-particle systems can be effectively described within the framework of a one-particle (marginal) distribution function governed by the kinetic equation in a suitable scaling limit of underlying dynamics of states. The conventional approach to this problem is based on the consideration of an asymptotic behavior of a solution of the BBGKY hierarchy for marginal (s-particle) distribution functions constructed within the framework of the theory of perturbations in case of initial data specified by one-particle (marginal) distribution function without correlations, i.e. such that satisfy a chaos condition [3] , [4] .
Another method of the description of the many-particle evolution is given within the framework of marginal (s-particle) observables governed by the dual BBGKY hierarchy. In this section we consider the problem of the rigorous description of the kinetic evolution within the framework of an asymptotic behavior of marginal (s-particle) observables governed by the dual BBGKY hierarchy. To this end we construct the mean field scaling limit of the semigroup represented by expansions (13) in case of dynamical systems modeling many-entity biological systems. One of the advantages of such an approach is the possibility to construct the kinetic equations in scaling limits, involving correlations at initial time, that can characterize the condensed states of biological systems.
Stochastic dynamics of many-entity systems
The many-entity biological systems are dynamical systems displaying a collective behavior which differs from the statistical behavior of usual gases. To specify such nature of entities we consider the dynamical system suggested in paper [7] , which is based on the Markov jump processes that can represent the intrinsic properties of living creatures (soft active matter [8] ).
We consider a system of entities of various M subpopulations introduced in paper [7] in case of non-fixed, i.e. arbitrary, but finite average number of entities. Every i-th entity is characterized by: u i = (j i , u i ) ∈ J × U, where j i ∈ J ≡ (1, . . . , M) is a number of its subpopulation, and u i ∈ U ⊂ R d is its microscopic state [7] . The stochastic dynamics of entities of various subpopulations is described by the semigroup e tΛ = ⊕ ∞ n=0 e tΛn of the Markov jump process defined on the space C γ of sequences b = (b 0 , b 1 , . . . , b n , . . .) of measurable bounded functions b n (u 1 , . . . , u n ) that are symmetric with respect to permutations of the arguments u 1 , . . . , u n and equipped with the norm:
where γ < 1 is a parameter. The generator Λ n (the Liouville operator of n entities) is defined on the subspace C n of the space C γ and it has the following structure [7] :
where ε > 0 is a scaling parameter, the functions a 
. . , u im )dv = 1. We refer to paper [7] , where examples of the functions a n (i 1 ) and it describes the free stochastic evolution of entities. The case of m ≥ 2 corresponds to a system with the m-body interaction of entities in the sense accepted in kinetic theory. Further we restrict ourself by the case of a two-body interaction, i.e. M = 2.
On the space C n the one-parameter mapping {e tΛn } t∈R is a bounded * -weak continuous semigroup of operators [1] .
Thus, for a system under consideration semigroup (13) for marginal observables is represented by the following expansion:
where the (1 + n)th-order cumulant of the semigroups {e tΛ k } t∈R , k ≥ 1, is determined by the formula
and we used notations accepted above in (8) .
The sequence B(t) = U(t)B 0 of marginal observables determined by semigroup (23) is a classical nonperturbative solution of the Cauchy problem of the dual BBGKY hierarchy for entities [14] .
The mean field limit of the semigroup for the dual BBGKY hierarchy
We consider the mean field scaling limit of the semigroup given by expansions (23). 
. . .
The proof of this statement is based on formulas for cumulants (24) of asymptotically perturbed semigroups of operators {e tΛ k } t∈R , k ≥ 2 [15] . For arbitrary finite time interval the asymptotically perturbed semigroup (1) has the following scaling limit in the sense of the * -weak convergence on the space C s :
Taking into account analogs of the Duhamel equations [1] for cumulants of asymptotically perturbed groups of operators (24), in view of formula (26) we obtain
where we used notations accepted above. As a result of the validity of this equality we establish that the theorem is true.
If b 0 ∈ C γ , then the sequence b(t) = (b 0 , b 1 (t), . . . , b s (t), . . .) of the limit marginal observables determined by asymptotics (25) is generalized global in time solution of corresponding initial-value problem of the dual Vlasov hierarchy:
where in recurrence evolution equations (27) the operators Λ [1] (j) and Λ [2] (j 1 , j 2 ) are defined by formula (22) in case of M = 2.
A similar approach to the description of kinetic evolution of quantum large particle systems was considered in paper [16] .
Relationships of marginal observables and marginal distribution functions
We consider initial states specified by a single-particle marginal distribution function in the presence of correlations, namely
where the bounded functions g s ≡ g s (u 1 , . . . , u s ), s ≥ 2, are specified initial correlations 3 . Such states are intrinsic for the kinetic description of many-entity systems in condensed states (for quantum large particle systems see papers [18] , [19] ).
where P:(u1,...,us)= i Xi is the sum over all possible partitions P of the set (u 1 , . . . , u s ) into |P| nonempty mutually disjoint subsets X i . Hereupon solutions of these cluster expansions
are interpreted as the functions that describe correlations of large particle systems. If we consider initial states specified by the single-particle distribution functions f 
then the initial correlations of marginal distribution functions (28) and the marginal correlation functions are expressed by the relations
and conversely,g
there exists the mean field scaling limit of the mean value functional of marginal observables and it is determined by the following series expansion:
Then for the mean value functionals of the limit initial additive-type marginal observables, i.e. of the sequences b
(1) (0) = (0, b 0 1 (u 1 ), 0, . . .) [11] , the following representation is true:
In equality (29) the function b 
. . . e
and the limit single-particle distribution function f 1 (t) is represented by the series expansion
where the operators Λ * [i] , i = 1, 2, are adjoint operators to the operators Λ [i] , i = 1, 2 defined by formula (22), and on the space L 1 n these operators are defined as follows:
where the functions A 
e tΛ * [1] (i 2 ) f 1 (t, u 1 )f 1 (t, u 2 ),
where the function g 2 (u 1 , u 2 ) is initial correlation function [17] specified initial data (28).
For the mean value functionals of the limit initial k-ary marginal observables, i.e. of the sequences b where the limit single-particle marginal distribution function f 1 (t, u i ) is determined by series expansion (30) and the function g k (u 1 , . . . , u k ) is initial correlation function specified initial states (28). Hence in case of the k-ary marginal observables the evolution governed by the dual Vlasov hierarchy (27) is equivalent to a property of the propagation of initial correlations (32) for the k-particle marginal distribution functions or in other words the mean field scaling dynamics does not create correlations. Thus, an equivalent approach to the description of the kinetic evolution of large number of interacting constituents in terms of the Vlasov-type kinetic equation with correlations (31) is given by the dual Vlasov hierarchy (27) for the additive-type marginal observables.
Conclusion
The properties of semigroups of the theory of hierarchies of evolution equations of large particle systems in suitable functional spaces were considered. It was established that the generating operators of the expansions for one-parameter families of operators of these hierarchies are the corresponding order cumulants (semi-invariants) of semigroups of the Liouville equations for states or observables.
In this paper we also considered the possible application of obtained results to the description of kinetic evolution of large number of interacting constituents of soft active matter within the framework of marginal observables governed by the dual BBGKY hierarchy. Such representation of the kinetic evolution seems, in fact, the direct mathematically fully consistent formulation, modeling collective behavior of biological systems, since the notion of state is more subtle and implicit characteristic of living entities.
One of the advantages of the developed approach is an opportunity to derive the kinetic equations with initial correlations that may characterize the condensed states of large particle systems.
We note that properties of the corresponding semigroups in case of quantum many-particle systems were considered in review [13] and the general approaches to the description of the evolution of states within the framework of correlation operators and marginal correlation operators were developed in paper [17] .
